Scavenger Hunt

Summary:
Find a range of items in your garden or local walk. What will you collect?

You will need:
- Something to carry everything in like a tub or old washing up bowl

What to do
In your garden or a safe outdoor space collect as many of the following in your tub/bowl as you can:
- Something wet
- Something noisy
- Something old
- Something heavy
- Something shiny
- Something dry
- Something quiet
- Something new
- Something light
- Something dark
- Something you would like to keep
- Something that can blow in the wind
- Something you have never seen before
- Something that smells nice
- Something beautiful
- Five shades of green

Make something from your finds
With the scavenged items create a sculpture or picture. Can you invent a new species of creature? Or replicate a beautiful landscape you have seen?